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Abstract

This paper develops a comparative overview of the development of Fish
Aggregating Devices (or FAOs) by the tropical purse seine fisheries in
various ocean areas (Atlantic, Indian, Western and Eastern Pacific
Oceans). First, a comparative review of fishery statisrics is developed.
Recent catches on FAOs by purse seiners can be estimated at a level of
one million tons yearly. This comparison allows to describe the fishing
zones and catch trends over time, the species composition and size
taken in the various FAO fisheries. Skipjack runa is the dominant species
in most FAO fisheries, but significant amounts of yellowfin and bigeye
are also frequently taken under FAOs. The paper also presents an overview of various observer data concerning the by-catches of the various
fisheries using FAOs. This comparison allows to estimate the total
worldwide yearly by-catches at about 100,000 t, and their species composition in each ocean. The FAO technology used in the various oceans
by purse seiners is described. The recent use of FAOs by purse seiners
has introduced major uncertainties in most stock assessments, because
analyses are hampered by changes in the fishing effort in a FAO fishery,
by changes in fishing zones and in sizes caughr. As a last point, the management of FAOs presently done or in view by the various tuna bodies
are introduced. Ir appears that the present massive use of FAOs worldwide is perhaps an unsafe fishing mode, which could produce serious
overfishing of many stocks. There is then a consensus that the use of
FAOs needs ra be controlled and limited to sustainable biologicallevels.
Introduction

Tuna fishing on flotsam has been used by most purse seine fisheries since
the early sixties in coastal areas where drifting objects were abundant.
This traditional fishery on flotsam (natural or man-made logs) was quite
incidental in the Atlantic Ocean, but has always been very active in other
areas such as Western Pacific or Indian Ocean. Since the late eighties, the
purse seine fisheries using artif1cial FAOs equipped with positioning
devices have shown a massive development worldwide. As natural and
arrificiallogs are not separated in the catch statistics, the term FAO will
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be used in this text to describe any type of narural or arrjficial floaring
objecr. This paper aims ro review and ro compare rhe mosr recenr information upon this new fishing mode and upon its porenrial effecrs on
runa srocks:
- species and sizes of runas targeted under FADs in the various oceans;
- species and quanriries of by-catches taken under these FADs;
- problems inrroduced by FAD fisheries in the tuna stock assessmenr;
- potenrial effecrs of this new fishing mode on the various runa species
and managemenr prospects of FAD fisheries.
This work will be based on fishery dara obrained, either from the published literarure, or from data kindly provided by the lATTe 1 and rhe src2
(cf. annex 1: data). Ali comparisons among FAD fisheries will be done
berween rhe Arlanric, lndian and Pacific Oceans, bur the Pacific will be
divided inro its two easrern and wesrern basins, separated ar 150° Wesr.
Trends and characteristics of purse seine FAD fisheries worldwide
Fishing zones on FADs
A map showing rhe average carches of purse seiners under FADs, by 5
degrees squares, during recenr years 0994-1997) is given in figure l.
This figure shows rhar FAD fisheries are mainly disrribured worldwide
berween 15°N and 15°5, rhe largesr carches being raken in Wesrern
Pacific and ra a lesser degree in rhe Western Indian Ocean and other
Figure 1
Estimated average
catches of tunas
by purse seiners on FADs
by 5 degrees squares
(period 1994-1997).
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1. IAITC: Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission.
2. SPC: Secretariat of the Pacifie Communily.
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areas. This average fishing map shows well that both Indian and Pacifie
Oceans are now entirely exploited with FADs. In the Atlantic Ocean,
only the eastern basin is exploited with FADs.
Catch trends and species composition
Tuna fisheties using FADs were developed actively worldwide in all
oceans since the late eighties and early nineties: they are now catching
an estimated weight of about 1 million tons of tunas yearly. The percentages of the pUlse seine runas which were taken on FADs in each ocean
during tecent years 1994-1997 ate given in table 1; table 2 gives the
avetage species composition of tunas caught under FADs during the
same period, in each area. They are primarily targeting skipjack tuna,
which is evetywhere the dominant species under FADs: skipjack catches
amount for an average 63% of runa FADs catches, and correspond to
55% of world skipjack catches by purse seiners.
Table 1 - Percentage of FAD-associated catches versus total tuna catches
(yellowfin, skipjack and bigeye tunas) taken in each fishing zone on FADs
by purse seiners during recent years (period 1994-1997).
Ocean
Atlantic
Indian
Eastern Pacifie
Western Pacifie

Yel10wfin
22.1
52.1
11.4
21.4

Skipjack
Bigeye
84.1
68.1
85.4
80.7
72.0
96.4
66.5
55.2
------------

Table 2 - Average percentage of each species (yellowfin, skipjack
and bigeye tunas) in the catches on FADs by purse seiners, in each fishing
zone, during recent years (period 1994-1997l.
Ocean
Atlantic
Indian
Eastern Pacifie

Yel10wfin
33.7
22.1
25.5

Western Pacifie

20.8

Skipjack
Bigeye
56.5
9.7
61.2
16.7
55.5
19.0
----------_ _7_7_.9,

1_.'--3_ _

This fishery is also catching significant quantity of yellowfin (an average
25 % of tuna caught under FADs, 21 % of ye!lowfin catches by purse
seiners) and bigeye (l2 and 66%). The comparison of the species composition of tuna catches under FADs shows quite minor differences
between oceans. Ir can be noticed for instance that:
- in the Western Pacifie, bigeye runa caught under FADs may be less
abundant than in other areas, but this low percentage could be due ta a
species identification bias (in the absence of a systematic species sampling);
- the FAD fishery contributes to a large proportion of yellowfin catches
by purse seiners in the Indian Ocean (52% of total yellowfin catches),
but only a small proportion in the Eastern Pacifie (lI %) (when the
species composition of FAD-associated runas is very similar);
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80

Figure 2
Estimated percentage
of tunas caught
by purse sein ers under FADs
in each of the four major
fishing areas
([po: Eastern Pacifie Ocean,
WPO: Western Pacifie Ocean).
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- rhe percenrage of roral carches raken during recenr years under FADs
is high in ail oceans (fig. 2), rhe higher percenrages being observed in
rhe Indian Ocean (75% in 1997) and in rhe Western Pacifie (65%), and
rhe lowesr in rhe Easrern Pacifie (40%).
During recenr years, each of rhe four fishing zones shows large increase
ofFAD-associared carches (fig. 3). However, borh rhe number of purse
seiners using FADs and rhe average number of FADs used by each
purse seiner are poody esrimared by srarisrical agencies. Ir was recendy
esrimared (Ménard et aL., 2000) rhar abour 3 000 FADs were used
permanenrly by rhe 45 purse seiners landing in Abidjan (i.e. an average
of more rhan 60 FADs used by each purse seiner). Knowing rhar abour

Figure 3
Estimated yearly tuna
catches taken by
purse seiners under f10tsam
and FAOS (period 1994-1997)
in each of the four major
fishing zones
(YFT: yeflowfin, SKJ: skipjack,
BET: bigeye).
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500 indusrrial purse seiners are acrive worldwide, rhe (Oral numbers of
FADs used worldwide could probably be esrimared in rens of rhousands.

Sizes of tunas taken under FADs
Tunas associared wirh FADs are primarily of sm ail sizes: rhe rhree runa
species rargered under FADs (skipjack, yellowfin and bigeye), show a
similar mode ar abour 48 cm wirh a large majoriry of runas caughr
under FADs ar sizes less rhan one merre (fig. 4). The runa sizes observed
under FADs are quire similar for each species in rhe differenc fishing
zones (fig. 5). Ir should be nored rhar significanc weighrs of large

Figure 4
Average sizes of tunas,
Iyellowfin, skipjack and
bigeye) taken by purse
seiners under FADs
(worldwide average,
recent yearsl.
(YFT: yellowfin, SKJ: skipjack,
BET: bigeye).
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Figure 5
Average sizes of yellowfin,
skipjack and bigeye,
taken by purse seiners
under FADs in each
of the four fishing zones
(recent years).
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Figure 6
Average weight of yellowfin
(YFT) and bigeye (BET)
by 2 cm size classes taken
by purse seiners under FADS
(worldwide average, recent
years),
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yellowfin (and also ra a lesser degree of large bigeye) are ofeen raken
LInder FADs (fig. 6) especially in rhe Wesrern Pacifie (fig. 5). This significanr proporrion of large yellowfin would explain why rhe yearly average weighr of yellowfin caughr under FADs is mosr ofren in a range
berween 5 and 10 kilogrammes.
However, sorne peculiariries are quire rypical of rhe sizes raken in each
area, for insrance:
- rhe proporrion of large yel10wfin is grearer in rhe Indian and Wesrern
Pacifie Oceans;
- large skipjack are ofren raken significanrly in rhe Wesrern Pacifie
(and ra a lesser exrenr in rhe Indian Ocean);
- large bigeye are ofren raken significanrly in rhe Easrern Pacifie;
- rhe praporrion of very small (LInas raken under FADs shows sorne differences arnong oceans (more d iscards in rhe Easrern Pacifie), bU( parr
of rhis hererageneiry is probably due ra variable rares of small (LIna
discarding. In general, discards of smal! (LInas rend ra be lower in rhe
Indian and Arlanric Oceans because of rhe exisrence of local markers.
in which undersized runas are easily sold, and also because canneries
are more flexible in sorne areas ra buy rhese small runas.
Sorne peculiarities of FAD sets
Three major peculiariries of FAD-associared sers have been comrnonly
observed worldwide in al! purse seine fisheries (Fonreneau, 1992):
- mosr FAD sers are done very early in rhe morning, before sunrise; as
a consequence, rnosr of rhe dayrirne can sri Il be used ra search for orher
(LIna schools. However, rhere is also a rendency ra increase rhe frequency of FAD sers during rhe day;
- posirive sers done upon rhe same FAD are ofren observed d uring
successive days (somerimes more rhan eighr). In such case, rhere is a
rendency ra observe (l) a decrease of rhe average carch per ser, (2)
changes in rhe runa species cornposirion (in general a fasrer decrease of
skipjack) and (3) changes in rhe average sizes of (LIna caughr (in general
wirh an increasing average weighr) (Ariz et aL., 1999);
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- the tate of successful sets undet FADs is always very high in all the
oceans, above 90%, whereas about 50% ofthe sets done on free swimming
schools are unsuccessful.
FAD technology

Similar design and size of FADs are used by all purse seine fisheries
woddwide: FADs are most often built by the fishetmen themselves (and
without any technical or financial support from their States) with a
bamboo framework (about 3 x 1.5 m), and they all carry a radio-location beacon and antennas, various systems being used. These location
devices often allow ta follow by satellite, permanently and in real time,
the exact position of FADs and ta analyse later these positions and the
drift of FAD on a personal computer (on board or on shore). This analysis ofFADs movement, associated ta other satellite information (such
as sea-surface temperacure, waves, ocean color, etc.) will provide to the
fishermen a better understanding of surface current patterns, froms,
eddies and convergences (which are useful co improve their searching
patterns). Underwater nets are commonly attached under FADs. The
length of these nets shows an increasing trend and can reach a depth
of 50 m in the Eastern Pacifie. The effectiveness of these larger nets co
attract tunas has not been fully evaluated by scientists. There is also
sorne indication that light sources associated co FADs are sometimes used
at night (both underwater and surface lights), at least by sorne fleets,
but the frequency of this use and its potemial efficiency remain poody
documemed. The use ofbait fixed co the FAD in order co attraet tunas
was well described by observers in the Eastern Tropical Pacifie, but it
seems that this bait is not presently used in other fishing zones.
In sorne areas of the Western Pacifie, anchored FADs are eommonly
used by purse seiners (Sibisopere, 2000). The amount of tunas taken
by this fishing mode is quite high in Philippines and Solomon Islands
or Indonesia, but it remains very rare or absem in other fishing zones.
Supply vessels are also frequently used (mainly by Spanish purse seiners)
in order to deploy and co mai main FADs, and co check permanently the
quantities of cunas under its FADs. They will call a purse seiner from
their company when they observe large amount of tunas under one of
their FADs.
As a conclusion, it is quite clear that the FAD technology has been
evolving very quickly woddwide and quite independently in each area
(but always in order ta improve the efficiency ofFADs). However, fishermen often keep most of these changes secret, and the technical documentation available on drifting FADs is poor. It is then difficult first,
co describe exactly all the characteristics of the FADs which are used,
and second, co evaluate the importance of each new characteristics of
these FADs and their effects on the various tunas species and sizes which
are targeted. This efficiency may vary according ta the ocean region as
a function of its local environment.
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Tuna stock assessment and FADs
A global problem
Ir is now quite clear for ail scientists that the increased use of FADs has
introduced wotldwide major changes in the fishing patterns of most
purse seine fisheries and consequently, in the exploitation of tuna stocks.
Two examples, bigeye and skipjack stocks, are first analysed. This specifie overview will be followed by a presentation of several problems
which have been introduced in the stock assessment by the seeding of
large numbers of FADs in the offshore pelagie areas: changes in the
concept of fishing effort, changes in yield per recruit and other potential
biological effects.
Bigeye and FADs
The massive development of fishery operations using FADs, in association with changes in the fishing technology (for instance the use of
deeper nets described in the Atlantic by Gaertner & Sacchi, 1999), has
produced worldwide a large increase of catches of small bigeye associated
with FADs. This massive use of FADs has also produced a spectacular
increase ofbigeye fishing zones (with small bigeye being taken now in
areas where they were not fished before, figure 7). This quick and unexpected change in the bigeye surface fisheries is a source of serious
concern in various tuna commissions (rATTC, lCCAT, lOTC). As FADs
fishery is catching small bigeye, when the longline fishery is catching
only adults (fig. 8), there are two increasing concerns: first a shortterm risk to reduce the yield per recruit, and second, a risk to face in
the future a recruitment overfishing due to the recent FAD catches.
This recruitment overfishing might be observed after a biological delay
of about 3 to 10 years, a duration needed to reach a biological equilibrium of the spawning biomass (with a spawning stock too low to produce the historical recruitment of bigeye stocks). This recruitment
overfishing has never been observed for any tropical tuna species, but
there is a speculation that bigeye may face soon this situation because
of the spectacular inerease of juveniles catches since the early nineties
(when catches of adults by longliners were also seriously increased). A
first potential symptom of this excessive decline of the spawning stocks
is given by the longline CPUE catching spawners. Surprisingly, this
index shows a permanently decreasing trend in ail oceans, for instance
in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans (fig. 9), but at a quite constant rate
during the period 1969-1997 (and without the spectacular decline
which couId be expeeted during recent years as a consequence of the
large catches of juveniles by FAD fisheries). At this stage, there is still
a serious concern with the increasing catches ofbigeye by purse seiners
on FADs, but these effects have not yet been demonstrated in any bigeye
stock.
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Figure 8
Sizes of bigeye tuna taken
by purse seiners
(PS, primarily under FADs)
and by longliners (lL)
in the Atlantic
(period 1991-19971.
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Figure 9
Index of abundance of adult
bigeye tuna taken
by Japanese longliners
in the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans (the Iwo series
of CPUE indices have been
normalized to the sa me
average).
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FADs and Atlantic skipjack
The massive use of FADs has produced worldwide a spectacular increase
of skipjack carches. Skipjack srocks are mosr ofren esrimared ro be scill
underexploired by rhe differem runa commissions. Since 1990, chis is
no longer rhe case for Arlamic ski pjack since rhe working group he Id
by che ICCAT on chis srock in 1999 (ICCAT, 1999). In che Arlanric, skipjack is che dominam species cargered by FAD fisheries. However, chis
increased fishing effore has produced a spectacular and unexpecced
decrease of skipjack cacches (fig. 3), and also a significam decrease of
average sizes in che major fishing zone on FADs (fig. 10). The ICCAT
diagnosis was rhac Arlanric skipjack suffered during recem years growch
overfishing, ar leasc in rhe equarorial regions where rhe more active FAD
fisheries were developed.
FAD, effort, CPUE and abundance
FADs equipped wich sensors and radio-beacons have recendy inrroduced
a major change in che rradirional concepr of che purse seine fishing in
which fishing efforc was primarily a searching acrivicy. Nowadays, when
large numbers ofFADs are deployed, searching rime can no more provide
a measure of fishing effore, because fishing effore is now a mixrure of cime
periods devored (1) ro visir rargered FADs, or (2) co randomly search free
schools. As a consequence, jr is now very difficulc ro use che carch per unic
effore or CPUE as an index of local abundance; rhis assessmenr problem is
faced equally for borh rhe FAD and che free-school fisheries, as log books
never indicare cimes spenr searching free schools or cargering FADs.
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Figure 10
Yearly sizes of skipjack
(fig. IDa) and yearly
average weight (fig. lOb)
taken by purse seiners
in the equatorial area
(Atlantic).
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The average carch per ser on FAD may become a bercer index of rhe local
abundance for small runas (assuming rhar rhere is a re/arionship berween
rhe local biomass which is avaiJable in each srrara and rhis carch per
ser) bur, rhis index \Vould need more research. Ir would necessirare ar
leasr rhe knowledge of rhe number of FADs deployed in rhe area, because
rhe biomass of runa associared ra each FAD will decrease while rhe
numbers ofFADs increases, assuming a given biomass in rhe area.

Changes in yield per recruit and natural mortality
One of rhe major difficulry presenrly faced by ail runa commissions is ra
esrimare rhe long-rerm yield per recruir effeer of drifring FADs fisheries
for each runa species. Any yield per recruir ca1cularion needs a good knowledge of grawrh and narura! morcatiry ar ail ages. Unforrunarely, rhe
narural morraliry M esrimared for juvenile runas is poody esrimared
for ail cuna species and rhis uncerrainry williargely condirion mosr of
rhe conclusions obrained from rhe analysis:
• If rhe acrual M of juveniles is low (for insrance rhe same as for rhe
adulrs), rhen rhe massive use of FADs would, afrer severa! years (during
rheir exploired life), produce a significam decrease of rhe yield per recruir.
In rhis hyporhesis, various bigeye sracks should soon face a significanr
decrease of rheir yie!d per recruir; rhey could also face an unknown risk
of recruirmenr overfishing (when each of rhe cohorrs exptoired on FADs
by rhe new fishery will be fully recruired in rhe adulr srack).
• If juvenile M of cunas is high, for insrance much larger rhan rhe adulrs
one, rhe corresponding fishing morraJiries of juveniles raken on FADs
may srill be quire low (even when large carches are observed). Such high
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estimates of M were obtained for yellowfin by Hampton & Fournier
(1999). For juvenile bigeye tuna less than one year old, yearly estimarion of M over 4.0 is a very high level compared to the M=OA estimations for adult bigeye by Hampton (in Bertignac, 1999). For skipjack
smaller than 30 cm M level estimation is over 2.0. In this case, the potential effect ofFADs may be hardi y visible for any tuna stocks unless when
the adult stock is already very heavily fished.
The present uncertainties upon Mare clearly sa large that there is very
little hope to evaluate precisely the changes in the yield per recruit
due to increased FAD fishing. Intensive tagging of small tunas is probably the most efficient way ta estimate this key biological parameter.
In the absence of specific researches on narural mortality, the present
large-scale increases of small tuna catches should be considered as an
interesting (but not precautionary) overfishing experiment:
- if the present high catches are sustained, this would mean that natural
mortality of juvenile is probably relatively high (or the recruitment much
larger than presently estimated);
- if an overfishing does occur in the near future, growth or reeruitment
overfishing, this would probably means that natural mortality of juveniles was relatively low.
The full consequences of this experimental' overfishing will be apparent
within few years.
Other potential effects of FADs on tuna stocks and fisheries?
There are probably also various other potential effects of FADs on the
tuna resources including the following:
• Genetic erosion for sorne fraction of stocks which may show, in relation with their genome, a behaviour of strong association with FADs.
This sub-population may then be eliminated by the selective pressure
on FADs (Cury & Anneville, 1998; Allendorf et al., 1986);
• Differentiai effects of FADs upon each of the major tuna species.
Because of their different intrinsic potential to face growth and recruitment overfishing, the FAD fishery may introduce a specific advantage or
disadvantage for each of the targeted species (yellowfin, skipjack or
bigeye) and may accelerate the potential effects of fisheries in the pelagic
ecosystems;
• FAD = ecological trap? This question is still pending (Marsac et al. ,
2000), but several faets are consistent to support the hypothesis that
the recent massive seeding of FADs in the equatorial areas could modify
one or more biological characteristics of the concerned tropical tunas:
movement pattern, growth and natural mortality. If this hypothesis is
confirmed, ail the analyses which are conducted presently under the
assumption that these biological characteristics are constant, could be
seriously biased (at an unknown level);
• Interaction between drifting and anchored FAD fisheries. The
number of anchored FAD fisheries has increased recently in arder to
target tunas and associated species. There is then a potential interaction
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between the offshore industrial fisheries using dtifting FADs and the
artisanal ones targeting tunas with anchored FADs. This could be the
case when they are exploiting the same species in adjacent areas, such as
in the Eastern Pacifie, the purse seine fishery on FADs and the Polynesian FAD fishery. Taking into account the fact that the artisanal fisheries
have very little or no alternative to catch their target species, this
potential interaction would need ta be carefully evaluated. This task
was partly done during the recent FAü research project on tuna fisheries
interactions (Shomura et al., 1996); however, as this project was done
at an early stage of the FAD fisheries, very few firm conclusions were
obtained upon this topie.
Presently, none of these potential risks has been fully evaluated, but in
the new context of precautionary approach, they should already be
taken into account in the development of FAD fisheries, and further
research should be developed in order to evaluate each of the risks
involved in this FAD fishery.
Conclusion: tuna stock assessment and FADs
Unfortunately, the present biological knowledge and models do not allow
making realistic projections of the potential effects of increased FAD
fisheries. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor very closely, preferably
in real time, any potential changes in the levels of catches, CPUE and
sizes taken, for bath FAD fisheries and the other ones. The three main
tropical tuna species, skipjack, yellowfin and bigeye, should be monitared
carefully, bigeye being probably the most sensitive species in this list,
with perhaps a potential risk of recrui tment overfishing, after an
unknown but quite long-time lag.
This comparative follow-up and analysis of the changes occurring in
the four ocean aceas (Atlantic, Indian, Eastern and Western Pacifie), should
be a high priority and this analysis should preferably be conducted within
a joint FAD research programme developed in a coordinated way by the
various tuna bodies.
Potential effeets of FADs on the pelagie ecosystem
Introduction
The FAD fishery by purse seiners is often catching (and often discarding)
significant quantities of by-catches (tuna and other species). This overview will cry to compare the rates of by-catches by the various purse
seine fisheries using FADs worldwide. Two questions will be tackled:
- what are the by-catches and discards associated to FADs in the purse
seine fisheries?
- what are the potential effects on the offshore pelagie ecosystems of this
removal?
This overview is based upon data ofvariable sources and quality, ail taken
from the literature and from observer data (observations done during
recent years, but not during the same period).
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Quantitative estimates of by-catches

The species composirion of by-catches appears (Q be guire similar in
rhe four ocean areas (Atlanric, Indian, Easrern and Wesrern Pacifie) as
shown in annex 2, Small wnas (skip;ack, juveniles of yellowfln and
bigeye, Al.txis, Sarda, EtithyrmltS, erc.), rainbow runner (Elagatis), billfishes (mari ins and sailfishes), "mahi-mahi" (genus Coryphaena), rriggerfish (genus Balistes), wahoo (genus Acanthoi)'bùtnz), sharks and few turtles
are species mosr often found under FADs (fig. 11).
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variable local marker explains why discard rates are quite variable between oceans.
The average amounr ofby-catches taken on FADs are quite significanr (an
average of about 10% of the world tuna catches on FADs by purse seiners,
figure 13), but the total weight of these by-catches remains moderare
(e.g. about 100,000 tons yearly worldwide, mosrly sm ail cuoas, on a total
landed cuna catch of about one million tons). This by-catch can be considered as being quite minor in comparison with the very large size of the
equatorial pelagic ecosystems, the equatorial ecosystems (as proposed by
Longhutst, 1998) covering approximately 77 million square kilometres
(respectively 13,21 and 43 million square kilometres for rhe Equatorial
Atlanric, Indian and Pacific Oceans). This also can be considered as a
minor by-catch, for instance compared wirh toral discards of shrimp fis heries (using trawls) esrimared ar 9. ') million tons yearly by Alverson et al.,
1994 (in a fishing area which is much smaller rhan rhe runa fishing zone).
Figure 13
Estimated average catches
of tunas taken under FADs
by purse semers and
estimated by-catches
in each 01 the four lishing
zones (recent years,
the periods are diHerent
in each ocean, as a function
of observer data availablel.
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As a consequence of rhis quire low level of by-catches, rhere is probably
srill a low or moderare impact ofFAD fisheries on rhe pelagic ecosysrems
raken as a whole. However, rhe porenrial negative impaCt of FAD carches
on some specific group of fishes (or some sensi rive species) should be
well-moni tored. For insrance, a given sub-population of hammer-head
sharks, rurrle or "mahi-mahi" could suffer at a locallevel an excessive
fishing mortality which may be dangerous, eirher for rhe local artisanal
fishery or for a local sub-popuJarion (Cury & Anneville, 1998). These porenrial local problems shouJd rhen be evaluared carefully, based on a permanent
analysis of observer and artisanal fishery dara.
Only well-planned ad hoc observer programmes do allow to esrimare rhe
species composirion and quanti ries ofFAD-associared by-carches. Observer
data should rhen be collecred routinely on ail major purse seine Beers
in order to monitor carefully rhese by-carches and to incorporare rhose
observarions in darabases rhar could be accessed and used by inreresred
scienrisrs. However, ir should be nored rhat, because of rhe spatial and
remporal srabi li ry of rhe FAD-associared by-carches, a quire low rare of
observers (for insrance berween ') and 10%) can probably allow to estimate quire precisely the by-carches of mosr species by fleer and reg ion.
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This low rate is probably valid at least when the observer data are wellstratified and extrapolated using this stratification, in association with
the log book information. Lennert from the lATTC and Fonteneau
obtained this preliminary, but very interesting and quite logical conclusion with a bootstrap analysis condueted with the lATTC observer data
(coverage rate of about 100%). This very interesting result still needs
to be validated for each of the major species, and to be published.
Management prospects of FAD fisheries

In the present context of precautionary management of fisheries, there
is now an increasing international pressure to reduce the use of FADs
by purse seiners. This tendency is logical, even though the negative longterm effects of FADs on runa stocks and their ecosystems are still
widely hypothetical. This trend to reduce the use of FADs is primarily
targering a safer management and a better conservation of tu na stocks.
Even the fishermen themselves are fully aware of the potential danger
of an excessive use of FADs: the moratorium on the use of FADs in the
Atlantic was an initiative taken by the European Union fishermen.
However, very few praetical ways have been presently identified to efficiently reduce the use ofFADs by purse seiners, and this reduetion will
be a difficult challenge for the various tuna commissions and for the
purse seine runa industty.
Most reduetion in the use of FADs would produce large losses of catches,
especially skipjack, but also of bigeye and yellowfin as weil of nonruna by-catches (which are becoming very interesting for many purse
seiners in the Atlantic and in the Indian Ocean (Romagny et al., 2000).
Various potential measures are now studied by runa commissions and
tuna boat owner associations in order to reduce FAD fisheries, such as:
• A ban of the supply vessels (already done by the lATTC);
• Limiting the numbers of FADs deployed (as the present number of
FADs used is still poody estimated, this scheme may be unrealistic);
• Limiting the sizes of nets under FADs (such measure was envisaged
by the lATTC, but it will be difficult to control and its potential effeets
are still unknown);
• Limiting the electronics used on FADs (again difficult to manage);
• Implementing catch quotas of small runas taken on FADs (observers
are needed on every purse seiner);
• Implementing Moratorium of FADs in well-selected strata (primarily
strata with large catches of tunas on FADs), such as the management
measure applied in the Atlantic since 1997 (observers are also needed,
and the negative intrinsic effects of FADs may remain);
• Complete area closure (will be easy ta manage when aU boats will carry
vessel monitoring system devices).
Most fishermen, scientists and fishery managers agree that the use of
FADs should be limited at reasonable levels and closely monitored. One
logical conclusion would be for instance that the use of FADs should
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have been permitted ta increase more slowly, allowing scienrisrs co
evaluate empitically their risks. Thete are presently multiple uncerrainties
and difficulties, practical and political, co choose and co implement
the management measures on FADs which would limit their negative
impact, still allowing to catch large quantities of skipjack runas, and
of large yellowfin and bigeye.
Conclusion: drifting FADs and purse seine fisheries
This synthesis upon purse seine fisheries operating worldwide on FADs
demonstrates the majot importance of this fishing mode developed
during the last ten years. This overview shows weil the gteat similarities
between the various FAD fisheries that are active worldwide:
- similar importance in terms of percentages of runas caught on FADs;
- similar trends in their developmenr during recent yeats;
- similar species composition and sizes of tuna taken under FADs;
- similar by-catches of associated fauna (in rerms of their quantities
and species composition).
It is also clear that the massive development of the FAD fisheries is
presently introducing major uncertainries in most stock assessment
studies done on tropical tunas. It is also raising serious potential problems
concerning the conservation of tuna stocks, primarily bigeye tunas,
but also skipjack in sorne areas. Many serious uncertainries also remain
concerning the long-term effects of this tecent development. There are
first serious reasons to consider that this new fishing technique may have
strong negative impact on the yield per recruit of sorne species (primarily
bigeye, and co a lesser degree other species such as yellowfin). There is
also setious concerns that an excessive use ofFADs and an excessive catch
of juveniles may produce at a longer term (for instance within 10 years
or more) a dangerous decrease of tuna spawning stocks which could lead
later to tecruitment overfishing. This would be a critical situation,
never observed unril now for tropical tunas, which could reduce fishing
activities at very low levels and during quite long periods. Furthermore,
there is also setious concerns that the large numbers ofFAD seeded may
modify the biological characreristics of tuna species (changing their
movement patterns, natural mortality and gtowth), independently of
the level of tuna catches. The significant accidentaI morrality of bycatches species in most FAD sets can also be a legitimare source of
worry, even though the total weight of these discards can be considered as quite low in comparison of the very large biomass of the
oceanic ecosystems exploited by purse seiners. In the new context of
precautionary management of exploited resoutces, the conclusion most
often reached by fishermen, scienrists and runa commissions is that
the use of FADs should be limited and controlled at teasonable and
moderate levels, even though their real danget cannot yet be fully evaluared. This controlled activity would allow a sustainable exploitation
of each targeted species (yellowfin, skipjack and bigeye) and would not
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hampet the ecological equilibtium in the pelagie areas. Various actions
have been already taken to limit the use of FADs or to reduce their efficiency, but thete is no clear and optimal solution among the various
management options that ate presently taken or envisaged. In the new
context of the precautionary approach applied to the management of
fisheries, this limitation ofFAD use by putse seiners should be an urgent
goal, even though the real risks remain still quite uncertain.
A cleat and firm conclusion from this srudy is that the problems ofFADs,
both scientific and management ones, should preferably be tackled at
a worldwide scale. This recommendation is a logical one, taking into
account the great similarities between runa species, tuna fisheries and
FAD trends worldwide. This international cooperation should lead
urgently to an ad hoc world research programmes on FAD fisheries. This
research should take into consideration, not only the drifting FAD
fisheries, but also the combined rational use of drifting and anchored
FADs, and the potenrial interaction between the two fisheries. This
aerive international research should be based for instance on a very active
cooperation between the tuna commissions (which has never been weIl
developed in the past). The FAO and its Fishery deparrment should
preferably play an acrive role in rhis plan leading to a more susrainable
exploitarion of world runa resources.
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Annex 1: Data and information used in this synthesis

The data and information used in this synthesis were obtained from
diverse sources.
Most statistical data concerning the catch, efforts and sizes of tunas
were obtained by direct contact to the various tuna bodies which are
handling tuna data in the various oceans, namely:
- the ICCAT (International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic
Tunas) for the Atlantic data;
- the IOTC (Indian Ocean Tuna Commission) for the Indian Ocean data;
- the IATTC (Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission) for the Eastern
Pacifie data;
- for the Western Pacifie, data were provided by the SPC (Secretariat of
the Pacifie Community) and by the NMFS (National Marine Pishery
Service, us Heet).
Sorne statistical informations used in this paper were also taken from
the scientific literature published by these different organizarions (these
sources are quoted in the text).
The estimates of by-catches and discards were ail taken from the
published literature obtained from observer data. As the information
concerning these by-catches are often given in numbers of fishes, they
were first transformed into esrimated weight (using the best available
information upon the specifie average weights). When necessary, these
weights were also extrapolared rn the total catches (knowing the total
FAD catches and the ratio of by-catches versus runa catches in the
samples).

Annex 2: List of the major species associated to FADs

Tunas: skipjack (Katsuwonus pelamis), young bigeye (Thunnus obesus),
young yellowfjn (Thunnus albacares), "kawa-kawa" (Euthynnus) and
bullet tuna (Auxis).
Wahoo (Acanthocybium solandri).
Dolphinfish or "mahi-mahi" (g. Coryphaena).
Sharks: silk shark (Carcharhinus falâformis), oceanic white-tip shark
(C. longimanus) and hammerhead shark (g. Sphyrna).
Billfishes: blue, striped and white marlins (g. Makaira and g. Tetrapterus), sailfish (g. Istiophorus).
Pelagie triggerfish (g. Balistes).
Carangids: rainbow runner (Elagatis bipinnulata), yellowtail (g. Seriola) and
carangids (g. Caranx).
Barracuda (Sphyraena barracuda).
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Pêche thonière et dispositifs
de concentration de poissons
(Cara·lbe Martinique - octobre 1999)
Le colloque international «Pêche thonière et dispositifs de
concentration de poissons» organisé en octobre 1999, en
Martinique, permet de dresser un bilan, sous lorme de syn·
thèses régionales, de l'exploitation des grands poissons
pélagiques à l'aide de DCP dans les trois océans et en Mé·
diterranée. La technologie, les méthodes de pêche, l'impact sur les ressources, le comportement agrégatif des
poissons et les aspects socio-économiques de l'utilisation
des DCP sont les principaux thèmes développés. Ces travaux permettront d'assurer une diffusion large des résultats à l'échelle de l'océan mondial, de favoriser les
échanges entre les scientifiques et les gestionnaires impliqués dans le développement des systèmes DCP, de promouvoir l'émergence de thèmes et projets de recherche
scientifique et technologique, de mettre en œuvre un réseau de communication et d'échanges entre les sites et
les régions concernées.

The international symposium" Tuna Fishing and Fish
Aggregating Devices" ,October 1999, in Martinique, takes
stock of the exploitation of large pelagic fish around FADs,
based on regional synthesis for the three oceans and the
Mediterranean Sea. Main themes include technology,
fishing methods, impact on resources, biology ollish
aggregation, anthropology and economic aspects 01 FAD
exploitation. The meeting will gather and disseminate
results from recent and ongoing studies on FADs in the
dilferent oceans of the world, enhance collaboration
between scientists and managers involved in the
development of FADs, promote the emergence of scientific
and technical research, form a network for cooperation
and enhance communications between researchers in the
dilferent locations concerned.
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